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3 of 4 review helpful Another disappointing book By M A Probart While I understand that writing a book isn t easy 
and a series book even more so I can t help but feel ripped off on this one The characters are not developed at all there 
is way too many things started or lead to that just stopped The finding of her brother just a side note his hunting career 
briefly mentioned and enough little advise from gods ignored Siren Classic Erotic Paranormal Romance werewolves 
light bondage food play sex toys HEA Love can be found in the strangest of places Little does Rogue Hunter and 
general bad ass Zaidu Metzger know he ll find it at the top of a tree But that s where the little bird he s come to save 
ends up roosting and she really doesn t feel like coming down either Bethany Parker s life wasn t glamorous but it was 
going good could be better admittedly but it was good Then 
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